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Stage 3 IED Baseline Report assessment 

Version FINAL FOR SUBMISSION

Site Operation

hazardous 

substance 

with pollution 

potential 

Potential for 

Pollution 

from 

relevant 

activity

Relevant 

Activity

Records of notified, 

relevant recorded 

accidental  releases 

with potential for 

ground/ grounwater 

contamination

Existence of 

pollution 

prevention 

measures

max volumes 

held on site in 

storage 

Nature of Primary 

Containment

Testing and 

Inspection of 

Primary 

Containment

Nature of 

Secondary 

Containment

Testing and 

Inspection of 

Secondary 

Containment

Nature of Tertiary 

Containment

Testing and 

Inspection of 

Tertiary 

Containment

Adequacy of 

Pollution 

prevention 

measure Yes / No

Are the proposed 

testing and 

inspection of 

pollution 

prevention 

measures 

adequate yes / no?

Circumstances 

under which 

emission occur 

(accidents;

routine operations;

planned emission)

Is there an 

adequate 

documented 

management 

system to 

demonstrate 

operator 

management and 

competence?

 likelihood of 

contamination 

delivery none 

delivery 

procedures, 

spill kits 

n/a n/a n/a

delivery bay yard - 

impermeable 

hardstanding and 

surface water 

drainage with 

interceptor 

chambers - not 

released to surface 

water without pump 

activation

part of the sites 

assets register and 

they are inspected 

and maintained 

through CMMS 

Agility - external 

contractor employed 

to undertake this 

work

Yes Yes

accidental release 

from broken surface 

water drainage runs

Yes unlikely 

storage   none 

 estimate is 200l 

of alcohol likely 

to be less 

located internally, 

building provides 

secondary 

containment - no 

internal drains

Yes Yes

none -  no internal 

drains, small individual 

volumes 

Yes unlikely 

use none n/a

building providing 

secondary 

containment - all 

internal drains go to 

ETP

Yes Yes

accidental -  as all 

internal with all 

spillages been 

captured by drainage/ 

ETP - if drainage is 

broken then release to 

ground  

Yes unlikely 

delivery none 

delivery 

procedures, 

spill kits 

n/a n/a n/a

delivery bay yard - 

impermeable 

hardstanding and 

surface water 

drainage with 

interceptor 

chambers - not 

released to surface 

water without pump 

activation

part of the sites 

assets register and 

they are inspected 

and maintained 

through CMMS 

Agility - external 

contractor employed 

to undertake this 

work

Yes Yes

accidental release 

from broken surface 

water drainage runs

Yes unlikely 

storage   none 
100 l (assumed 

worst case)

located internally, 

building provides 

secondary 

containment - no 

internal drains

Yes Yes

none -  no internal 

drains, small individual 

volumes 

Yes unlikely 

use none n/a

building providing 

secondary 

containment - all 

internal drains go to 

ETP

Yes Yes

accidental -  as all 

internal with all 

spillages been 

captured by drainage/ 

ETP - if drainage is 

broken then release to 

ground  

Yes unlikely 

delivery none 

delivery 

procedures, 

spill kits 

n/a n/a

delivery bay yard - 

impermeable 

hardstanding and 

surface water 

drainage with 

interceptor 

chambers - not 

released to surface 

water without pump 

activation

part of the sites 

assets register and 

they are inspected 

and maintained 

through CMMS 

Agility - external 

contractor employed 

to undertake this 

work

Yes Yes

accidental release 

from broken surface 

water drainage runs

Yes Little likelihood

storage   none 
100 l (assumed 

worst case)

located internally, 

building provides 

secondary 

containment - no 

internal drains

Yes Yes

none -  no internal 

drains, small individual 

volumes 

Yes unlikely 

use none n/a

building providing 

secondary 

containment - all 

internal drains go to 

ETP

Yes Yes

accidental -  as all 

internal with all 

spillages been 

captured by drainage/ 

ETP - if drainage is 

broken then release to 

ground  

Yes unlikely 

part of building 

maintenance 

controlled through 

CMMS Agility 

part of building 

maintenance

factory building, 

internal drains to 

ETP

part of building 

maintenance

low potential 

flavours 

(hazardous 

substances 

ethanol and 

potassium 

hydroxide)

flavours 

(hazardous 

substance allyl 

hexaonate)

medium 

potential 

building 

providing 

secondary 

containment - 

all internal 

drains go to 

ETP

factory building, 

drains to ETP

part of building 

maintenance

Regular Visual 

inspection during 

delivery, storage 

and onward usage 

of container

building 

providing 

secondary 

containment - 

all internal 

drains go to 

ETP

Regular Visual 

inspection during 

delivery, storage 

and onward usage 

of container

Regular Visual 

inspection during 

delivery, storage 

and onward usage 

of container

factory building, 

drains to ETP

part of building 

maintenance

Dessert 

Manufacture

flavours 

(hazardous 

substance 

limonene)

high potential 

max size of container 

is 25l

5litre  containers 

5 litre containers 

building 

providing 

secondary 

containment - 

all internal 

drains go to 

ETP



delivery none 

delivery 

procedures, 

spill kits - bulk 

delivery 

procedures in 

place and spill 

kits with spill 

kit map 

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a Yes Yes

accidental release 

from broken surface 

water drainage runs   

Yes unlikely 

Storage none 

double skinned  

tanks and  and 

small bunded 

area,  

Blue and 

Green 

Containers  

providing 

secondary 

containment

12m3

BLUE 

CONTAINER - 

3.5m3

GREEN 

CONTAINER - 

1.5m3

BULK - 7m3 tank and 

5m3 tank

BLUE CONTAINER: 

25l to IBC container 

GREEN  

CONTAINER - 25l to 

IBCsize 

Regular Visual 

inspection.

Double skinned 

tanks and  and 

small bunded area,

BLUE AND 

GREEN 

CONTAINER - 

container provides 

secondary 

containement

Regular Visual 

inspection. 
Yes Yes

accidental release 

from broken surface 

water drainage runs

Yes unlikely 

use none 

catch trays, 

procedures, 

spill kits

see above
pipework and 

containers 

bulk delivery to 

where needed in 

factory - no 

additional need for 

inspection

25 l tubs are 

transferred as they 

are to the factory 

and used inside 

only 

building providing 

secondary 

containment - all 

internal drains go to 

ETP

part of building 

maintenance

as above and  

internally any 

spillage would go to 

ETP drains 

as above and 

internal drains part 

of building 

maintenance 

controlled through 

CMMS Agility 

Yes Yes 

accidental release 

from broken surface 

water and internal 

drainage runs

Yes unlikely 

Delivery none 

delivery 

procedures, 

spill kits - bulk 

delivery 

procedures in 

place and spill 

kits with spill 

kit map 

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a Yes Yes

accidental release 

from broken surface 

water drainage runs   

Yes unlikely 

storage none 

bunding, spill 

kits, catch 

trays

7m3

BLUE 

CONTAINER - 

1.4m3;

GREEN 

CONTAINER - 

0.5m3

BULK - 7m3 tank

BLUE and GREEN 

CONTAINER: 25l to 

205l drums/ containers  

Regular Visual 

inspection. Periodic 

in depth inspection

BULK - Self bunded 

tanks

BLUE AND 

GREEN 

CONTAINER - 

container provides 

secondary 

containment

Regular Visual 

inspection. 
Yes Yes

accidental release 

from broken surface 

water drainage runs

Yes unlikely 

use none 

catch trays, 

procedures, 

spill kits

see above
pipework and 

containers 

bulk delivery to 

where needed in 

factory - no 

additional need for 

inspection

25 l tubs are 

transferred as they 

are to the factory 

and used inside 

only 

building providing 

secondary 

containment - all 

internal drains go to 

ETP

part of building 

maintenance

as above and  

internally any 

spillage would go to 

ETP drains 

as above and 

internal drains part 

of building 

maintenance 

controlled through 

CMMS Agility 

Yes Yes 

accidental release 

from broken surface 

water and internal 

drainage runs

Yes unlikely 

delivery bay yard - 

impermeable 

hardstanding and 

surface water 

drainage with 

interceptor 

chambers - not 

released to surface 

water without pump 

activation

part of the sites 

assets register and 

they are inspected 

and maintained 

through CMMS 

agility - external 

contractor employed 

to undertake this 

works

Cleaning

delivery bay yard - 

impermeable 

hardstanding and 

surface water 

drainage with 

interceptor 

chambers - not 

released to surface 

water without pump 

activation

part of the sites 

assets register and 

they are inspected 

and maintained 

through CMMS 

agility - external 

contractor employed 

to undertake this 

works

disinfectant

ranging from 

low potential ( 

2 mixtures) 

over medium 

potential (2 

mixtures) to 

high potential 

(5 mixtures)

ranging from 

low potential ( 

5 mixtures) to 

medium 

potential (2 

mixtures) 

Detergent



delivery none 

delivery 

procedures, 

spill kits 

n/a n/a n/a
external bund 110% 

of tank content

visual check during 

delivery 
none none yes yes 

accidental release 

from filling process 
Yes Little likelihood

Storage   none 1.3m3 double skinned tank 
Regular Visual 

inspection
Yes Yes

accidental release due 

to tank failure, leakage 

and subsequent 

overtopping of bund

Yes unlikely 

use none as above 

double skinned  tank of 

1.3m3 capacity, 

pumps housed in 

pump building - 

building providing 

secondary 

containment for diesel 

in pump reservoirs 

delivery pipework

Regular Visual 

inspection. 
Yes Yes

accidental for tank 

failure or external 

connecting pipe 

running from tank to 

pumphouse, leaks in 

pumphouse contained 

by building.

Yes Little likelihood

delivery none 

delivery 

procedures, 

spill kits, bund 

n/a n/a n/a

small concrete 

bund surrounding 

the double skinned 

tanks

Yes Yes
accidental release 

from filling process 
Yes Little likelihood

storage none 

double skinned  

tanks and  and 

small bunded 

area, 

1 x 10m3 and 

1x 7m3 tanks

double skinned  bulk 

storage tanks

visual inspection 

part of asset 

register and 

inspected and 

maintained in 

accordance with 

schedule

double skinned 

tanks ans small 

concrete bund 
Yes Yes

accidental release due 

to tank failure, leakage 

and subsequent 

overtopping of small 

concrete bund and 

release to dyke

Yes Little likelihood

use none 

building, 

procedures, 

spill kits

n/a n/a Visual inspection

ETP building where 

the caustic is used 

acts as a bund

part of building 

maintenance
ETP building 

part of building 

maintenance
Yes Yes

accidental for tank 

failure or external 

connecting pipe 

running from tank to 

ETP, leaks in ETP 

contained by building.

Yes Little likelihood

delivery none 

delivery 

procedures, 

spill kits, bund 

n/a n/a n/a

small concrete 

bund surrounding 

the double skinned 

tanks

Yes Yes
accidental release 

from filling process 
Yes Little likelihood

storage none 

double skinned  

tanks and  and 

small bunded 

area, 

1 x 10m3 and 

1x 7m3 tanks

self bunded bulk 

storage tanks

visual inspection 

part of asset 

register and 

inspected and 

maintained in 

accordance with 

schedule

double skinned 

tanks ans small 

concrete bund 
Yes Yes

accidental release due 

to tank failure, leakage 

and subsequent 

overtopping of small 

concrete bund and 

release to dyke

Yes Little likelihood

use none 

building, 

procedures, 

spill kits

n/a n/a Visual inspection

ETP building where 

the caustic is used 

acts as a bund

part of building 

maintenance
ETP building 

part of building 

maintenance
Yes Yes

accidental for tank 

failure or external 

connecting pipe 

running from tank to 

ETP, leaks in ETP 

contained by building.

Yes Little likelihood

delivery none 

delivery 

procedures, 

spill kits 

n/a drums 
visual integrity 

check on receipt
Yes Yes

accidental release 

from broken surface 

water drainage runs

Yes unlikely 

storage none 200 l Yes Yes Yes unlikely 

use none n/a Yes Yes Yes unlikely 

delivery and  

transfer from 

ammonia bomb 

to plant

none done by 

service 

contractor

n/a n/a n/a Yes Yes Yes unlikely 

use none 
yes ammonia 

alarms

ammonia in 

compressors 

only no 

additional 

storage 

compressors

plant maintenance 

schedule - 

undertaken by 

external contractors

Yes Yes Yes unkikely 

none -  no internal 

drains, small individual 

volumes 

none -  no internal 

drains, small individual 

volumes 

Ammonia plant 

building 

part of building 

maintenance 

Ammonia plant 

building 

part of building 

maintenance 

double skinned tank 

and external bund 

for tank and and 

building bund for 

pumps and 

pipework

visual inspection,  

part of asset register 

and inspected and 

maintained in 

accordance with 

schedule

 visual inspection 

ETP building
part of building 

maintenance 
ETP building

part of building 

maintenance 

visual inspection part 

of asset register and 

inspected and 

maintained in 

accordance with 

schedule

Diesel Storage

effluent 

treatment plant

refrigeration

Caustic

Coagulant low potential 

Flocculant low potential 

ammonia low potential 

high potentialDiesel

low potential 

weekly visual 

inspection by 

engineering services 

during the fire water 

pump testing activity   

Regular Visual 

inspection. 

visual inspection as 

part of daily 

operational checks

small concrete bund, 

tarmac hard 

standing.  Should 

that overtop then it 

would enter a 

channel drain and  

tarmac hardstanding 

with gradient 

directing any spillage 

to the ETP area 

untreated effluent 

sump

visual inspection;  

bunding 

(external 

110%, spill kits

no tertiary 

containment for 

external pipework - 

pipe connection from 

tank to pump house - 

pipe runs above 

ground but over 

gravel 

drums
bunding, spill 

kits

small concrete bund, 

tarmac hard 

standing.  Should 

that overtop then it 

would enter a 

channel drain and  

tarmac hardstanding 

with gradient 

directing any spillage 

to the ETP area 

untreated effluent 

sump


